JASPER — A Jasper man was arrested on a handful of charges June 17 following a high-speed chase through and out of Jasper.*

According to Hamilton County Sheriff’s Office, 20-year-old Clydell Moore passed a deputy attempting to serve a warrant without a license plates tag around 7:30 p.m. on June 17 when the deputy pulled onto Hatley Street. When the deputy pulled onto Hatley Street, the vehicle being driven by Moore was traveling left in 15th Ave. and then right into County Road 50W, where the deputy attempted his lights on, according to the report.

The report states the suspect slammed his brakes on the intersection with 5th Ave. before continuing straight on CR 2W and turning right into SW 9th Blvd and reaching speeds of 70 miles per hour.

According to the report, the suspect was driven recklessly and nearly crashed onto multiple times on SW 90th Blvd.

The suspect allegedly threw a lobster bouquet out of the window when reaching into a bared wire fence near the entrance of an access to a sport station.

When authorities asked the suspect for his identification, the man and vehicle was allegedly refused, “I pled the fifth,” another report said.

The report states a marijuana with marijuana with marijuana was found during the search of the vehicle, but the search of the vehicle was not the report states.

The suspect announced and charged with reckless driving - property damage, poultry alone: Failure to register more vehicle, motor office - offense without possession and violence of possession of narcotic equipment.

Hamilton County Arrest Record

June 19, Javier Oswaldo Rodriguez, 27, 270W SW 17th St., Boca Raton, FL, Possession of Dangerous Equipment: HC-SO.

June 20, Chiquita Nicole Perez, 25, 1330 First St., Brownsville, TX, Possession of Dangerous Equipment: HC-SO.
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